March 2, 2014

To: Arlene Schmuland, GAB Chair

Dear Arlene,

The College of Engineering Civil Engineering Department is proposing to change course prefix for its courses in Arctic Engineering Program from CE (Civil Engineering) to AE. We also propose to replace the CE A686 Civil Engineering Project with AE A686 Arctic Engineering Project.

These changes entail updating the CARs and CCGs for the following Arctic Engineering courses:

Change course prefix from CE:
AE A403  Arctic Engineering
AE A603  Arctic Engineering
AE A681  Frozen Ground Engineering
AE A682  Ice Engineering
AE A683  Arctic Hydrology and Hydraulic Engineering
AE A684  Arctic Utility Distribution
AE A685  Arctic Heat and Mass Transfer
AE A689  Cold Regions Pavement Design

Add a new course:
AE A686  Arctic Engineering Project

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Hannele Zubeck, PE, Ph.D.,
Professor and Chair, UAA Arctic Engineering Program